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FOREWORD

This report summarizes the development of a simple triangular hyetograph method
in deriving local design storms for use in the design of highway storm drainage
structures. It is based on the statistical analysis of rainfall data from 235
raingage stations allover the United States.

Research in urban and rural highway storm drainage is included in the Federally
Coordinated Program of Highway Research and Development as Tasks 2 and 3 of
Project 5H IIProtection of the Highway System from Hazards Attributed to Flooding. 1I

Sufficient copies of this report are being distributed to provide a minimum of
two copies to each FHWA regional office, one copy to each division office, and
one copy to each State highway agency. Direct distribution is being made to
the division offices.

./~j .. // (,;C. /iY/, .. 1,,< J
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I

Richard E. Hay,. Direct~r
Office of Engineerin~

and Highway Operatlons
Research and Development

Federal Highway Administration

NOTICE

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department
of Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United
States Government assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof.

The contents of this report reflect the views of the contractor, who is
responsible for the accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents
do not necessarily reflect the official policy of the Department of
Transporta ti on.

This report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation.

The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers.
Trade or~~nufacturersi names appear herein only because they are considered
essentlal to the object of thi 5 document.
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The final report of the research project liLocal design storm: Phase II"

consists of a set of four volumeso This volume I is the executive summary.

Volume II describes the theoretical background and methodology of the first

moment triangular design hyetograph method and discussion of the results of

the statistical analysis of rainfall datao Presented in Volume III is the

procedure to apply the triangular design hyetograph method to the hydrologic

design of highway storm drainage facilities. User's guides for two computer

programs to perform statistical analysis and frequency analysis of National

Weather Service hourly precipitation data are also presentedc The results of

statistical analysis of hyetograph parameters of more than a quarter of a

million rainstorms at 235 locations are summarized in a voluminous set of 3600

tables. Volume IV presents 84 tables containing the detailed results of two

typical locations.

Properly designed storm water drainage facilities are important

components contributing to successful performance of a highway systenl. For

small watersheds the design flood usually cannot be determined directly from

the storm runoff record because such data are usually unavailable or inadequate.

Therefore; the design flood is normally obtained by converting the rainfall

data to flood flow using a rainfall-runoff simulation model.

Conventionally, in highway storm drainage design using traditional simple

methods such as the rational method,the required rainstorm information is the

average rain intensity over a specific duration for the design return period.

However, the effects and significance of the temporal and spatial distributions

of the rainfall on the time distribution and peak rate of runoff have long

been recognized. During the pas t decade concerns for h Lghway storm wa ter

po l Lu tion and use of detention storage to control highway storm runoff have

promoted the need of more detailed rainfall informa tiOIL Recently developed

improved methods that are adaptable to the design of highway drainage facilities,

such as Storm Wat er Hanag emen tHad el (S\;]}jM) 9 III inois Urba n Drai nag e Simula tor

(ILLUDAS) 9 and Illinois Stormsewer Design }/lodel (ILSD), all require the time

distribution of the r a Lnf a l L, ioe., the local design storm hy e tog r aph , as their

input. But, so far there is no sound practical procedure for determination of

the local design storm hyetograph.
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The main objective of this project is to develop, on a sound theoretical

basis~ a practical procedure for the determination of the local design storm

hyetograph to facili tate the use of these recently developed improved methods

in the design of rural and urban highway storm drainage facilities. The basic

cri teria in developing the new procedure are: (a) the method must be

theoretically sound, accounting for the physics of natural rainstorms and

accurately and realistically preserving the statistical na ture of natural

rainfalls; (b) no matter how sophisticated and complicated the theory of the

method is, the application procedure must be relatively simple and easy to use

by engineers for design of highway storm drainage facilities, and the engineer

should be able to apply the procedure without fully knowing the theory; (c)

the method must be applicable to the entire United States for the determination

of the design storms at individual locations; (d) the design storm hyetographs

obtained from the new procedure must be compatible and applicable to various

modern storm drainage design models, not restricted to only one or a selected

few models, and it must be compatible with the existing commonly used traditional

storm drainage design me thods.

II. Methodology Development

In nature no two rainstorms are alike. They differ from place to place

and from time to time, i.e., they all differ from one another in their

temporal and spatial distributions of the different durations and volumes of

rainfall. Thus, the amount, time of occurrence, and temporal distribution of

future rainfalls is a matter of conjecture. This suggests that the design

storm, presumably a critical rainstorm that could occur in the future, would

best be determined through the use of probability theory. Since past rain

storms will not be repeated, observed past rainfall records can only be used

as a basis for providing statistics in establishing the design rainstorm.

In view of the aforementioned project objective and methodology

selection criteria, the first-moment nondimensional triangular hyetograph

method is developed for the determination of the hyetograph to be used for

the design of highway drainage facilities such as culverts, sewers, parking

lots, detention storages, ditches, channels, and small bridge openings. The

feasibility of the first-moment triangular hyetograph method was investigated

2



in a previous FHWA project!

The hyetographs of different rainstorms have different shapes. There

fore, their corresponding values of moments are different. However, if the

data of an adequate number of rainstorms are available, the statistics of each

of the moments of the rainstorms can be computed, and from probability theory,

the mean values are the estimated expected values of the moments, and hence

they can be used to construct the expected hyetograph. Since different rain

storms have different rain depths and durations, it is desirable to first

normalize the individual hyetographs, i.e .. nondimensionalize by using the

duration and total depth of the rainfall so that the normalized hyetographs

can easily be compared and evaluated.

III. Research Accomplishment

In view of the main objective of this project specified in Section I,

the methodology described in Section II, and the findings of the previous

project on the feasibility of the first moment triangular hyetograph method,

the following goals have been set up and accomplished for this research

project: Ca) to reconfirm the feasibility and practicality of the first

moment triangular hyetograph method for local design storms by using the

results of statistical analyses of a large number of observed rainstorms

from at least one location in each of the states; Cb) to establish a national

map of the nondimensional triangular design hyetograph parameter; and

(c) to establish a standard procedure of the triangular hyetograph method

to be used for the design of highway storm drainage facilities. In this project

the following tasks have been accomplished:

(1) Acquisition and selection of rainfall data for analysis

The value of the nondimensional first time moment, which is the key value

of the triangular design hyetograph, is established statistically.

Therefore, a large number of recorded rainfalls must be available for

analysis. Two primary U.S. rainfall data sources are utilized, namely,

1
Yen, B. C., and Chow, V. T., "Feasibility Study on Research of Local

Design Storms," Report No. FHWA-RD-?8-65 , U.S. Dept of Transportation,
Federal Highway Administration, Washington, D.C., 1977.
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the u.s. National Weather Service (NWS) hourly precipitation data and the

precipitation data of the agricultural experimental watershed network of

the Department of Agriculturefs Agricultural Research Service (ARS). The

entire file of the NWS hourly precipitation data that are on magnetic

tapes was acquired and screened. Stations unsuitable for the present

investigation were rejected. Further screening of stations that were not

rejected yielded 222 stations located in all the 50 states and Puerto Rico,

and containing more than one million rainstorms for analysis. It is

believed that this is the first time that the NWS hourly precipitation

data of the entire United States have been so systematically acquired,

compiled, and screened. Likewise 9 the entire file of the ARS break-point

precipitation data was acquired and screened, from which 13 stations were

sui table and hence selec ted for analysis. The ARS break-pain twas

converted into c Lo ck-e t Lme data of 5, 15 9 30, and 60 minute recording time

intervals. The analysis of rainfall data of shor t recording time in tervals

provided the ARS data is necessary because many convective type

rainstorms are characterized by heavy intensity over a short duration

often less than an hour. 1be NWS hourly data probably are the most

refined data that an engineer would normally be able to acquire. Comparison

of the statistical results of short-time-interval data to hourly data was

used to assure that the hourly data can provide representa tive statistical

results of the rainstorm parameters.

(2) Development of computer programs for statistical analyses

Two computer programs have been developed in this study which can

be used by highway drainage design engineers. They are (a) SATH for

.§..tatistical .analysis of NT/JS hourly precipitation data for ..:triangular

hyetograph to compute the local statistical values of hyetograph

parameters; and (b) FANHP for frequency £nalysis for RWS hourly ~recipi

tation data to establish the local rainfall depth-duration-return period

relationship.

(3) Statistical analysis of rainfall data

Statistical analyses of 15 rainstorm parameters were performed on

the 222 NWS stations for 274.884 rainstorms of 2. 3. 4, and 5-hour

durations and the results of the computed mean, standard deviation, and

4



range for each of the 15 parameters are reported in 2994 tables. The

standard deviation and range provide an indication of the reliability of

the expected hyetograph. One set of the results containing 12 tables for

the tn~s Washington, D.C. National Airport Station is presented in

Volume IV of this report set as an example. Analyses were also performed

on the 19,062 rainstorms at the 13 selected ARS stations (including 4220

storms for the 5-minute of recording time, 4663 storms for the IS-minute

interval, 5341 storms for the 30-minute interval, and 4838 storms for the 60

minute interval) and the results are reported in 936 tables. One set of the

results in 72 tables for the station near Coshocton, Ohio is presented in

Volume IV as an example. Summary of statistical values of three key hyetograph

parameters for the 235 stations analyzed is presented in Volume II of this

report set.

(4) Evaluation of results and development of national map

The results of the statistical analysis of the 293,946 rainstorms at

235 locations are compared to evaluate the variations of the nondimensional

values of the first time moment and the peak intensity time with rainstorm

duration, rain depth, and geography. The results confirm that rain depth

of rainstorms which is an indirect indication of the physical type of the

rainstorm is a significant parameter affecting the nondimensional values of

the first time moment and the peak intensity time of the triangular hyetograph.

The decreasing value of the peak intensity time for increasing depth confirms

the postulation that heavy rainstorms of the convective type, statistically

speaking~ tend to have peak rain intensity and a majority of the rain

occurring in the early part of the duration of the raining period. For the

durations and depth ranges analyzed~ the nondimensional values of the first

time moment and the peak intensity time fall within narrow ranges, in most

cases.

Geographically, the results reveal that there is a general trend of

these two nondimensional values to increase from Southeast United States

towards the Northwest, and a relatively smaller increase in New England.

Furthermore, the changes in these values for the central and mid-Atlantic

States are rather small unless orographic effect becomes significant.

The results also indicate that the effect of rainstorm duration is

insignificant provided the duration exceeds 15 minutes. However. this

conclusion should not be considered as final because of the limitation on
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the accuracy of the data and the definition of rainstorm.

Based on this evaluation, a national map of the expected nondimensional

values of the peak intensity time for triangular design hyetographs i~ developed.

(5) Formulation of standard procedures for application of triangular hyetograph
method for local design storms .

Simple, step-by-step procedures have been formulated for use by engineers

to establish the local design storm using the triangular hyetograph method.

These procedures are presented in Volume III.

IV. Conclusions

The triangular hyetograph method is applicable to design of storm

drainage facilities in rural as well as urban watersheds up to 20 square

miles (50 km2) in size. It should not be used together with the rational

method since the latter requires only the average intensity of the rainfall

wh.i ch is one half of the peak rain intensity of the triangular hyetograph.

The major advantages of the triangular design hyetograph in comparison

with the existing hyetograph methods such as the Chicago method and SCS

6-hour and 24-hour rain mass curves are that it is relatively more theoretically

sound, it preserves the primary time characteristics of the natural rainstorms

and that its procedure of application is simple and straightforward. In

comparison with the traditionally used intensity (depth)-duration-frequency

anlaysis, the new method provides an entire hyetograph whereas the former

gives only a design rain intensity, not the time distribution of the rainfall.

In view of these advantages and the fact that evaluations have been c o nd ut. t e d f o r

all the 50 states, the triangular design hyetograph method is recommended for

use in design of highway storm drainage facilities draining areas less than

20 square miles (50 km2). Future refinements of the method based on new

data and experiences of applications by engineers are also recommended.

The user's manual presents a procedure for rapidly developing a design

storm (triangular rainfall hyetograph) to facilitate the use of rainfall

runoff models such as EPA's Storm Water Management Model (SWMM). Since these

rai nfall-runoff models can provid e more accura te es tima tes of runoff

charac teris tics than exis t i ng empirical methods such as the Ra t i o na I Eq ua t Lo n ,

highway engineers can develop more cost-effective storm drainage systems

through their use.
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